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the crafting system is very limited but allows you to craft all sorts of unique weapons, armors and
helmets. there is no armor set bonus system, but there are some traits that can be applied to items,
such as a +10 to defense, or a +5 to speed. there are a lot of weapons that can be purchased from
the merchant in the field, but they are mostly either better versions of your weapons or have special
abilities or traits. so far, i have only found one item that is not a better version of an item that i
already own. there is no way to level up your characters, so you will probably level up your weapons.
the game features a very easy mode, which makes it suitable for younger players (and for those
unfamiliar with the genre). unlike most rpgs, there are no shops and no use of money. the simple
nature of the game is a refreshing change of pace, although some of the limitations can be
frustrating at times. the main aim is to explore the game's world and to complete the quests that lie
before you. there is a main quest and a sub-quest, and you can go from one to the other without any
problems. there are many optional side quests that become available as you travel around the world.
unlike most rpg's, there are no special stat boosts to be gained from side quests, and most of them
involve killing monsters and recovering items. the only real trouble with the game is that it is quite
short, and although there is plenty of content to keep you occupied, it does not take much time to
complete.
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the game’s european equivalent will go under the title of dragon quest: origins on the wii, since the
license only covers europe, and while the main characters are still played by eiji okabe (that’s

tecmo’s naoto tomonori, for anyone wondering) the graphics are by the team who does the rpg
maker visualizer for rhapsody, and thus looks less dated. the european characters too are changed

as well, from taking european names like denz de bayle and esteban noviembre to siegmund the von
schawel, and hadrian the just, for example. the american version is still the original dragon quest iv

look. the english menu interfaces are only half-accurate and much more clunky. overall, the
european release is a strange mix of the old world feel and the new tastes. when you first start it
seems like the remake of the old dragon quest (which i personally love) and on a superficial level

you’ll only be interested in the graphical change. as you go deeper, though, you’ll find a new world,
filled with the kind of quirky and deep items and battles only an rpg like dragon quest could provide.
so, why is it that i’m doing a kickstarter right now? why am i giving this game a freepixel erareview?
why am i backing this game? well, if you’re familiar with the company square enix, you’ll know that

it’s pretty unusual that they release a full-price game with drm (and the final retail release of dragon
quest xi is downloadable). also, as its a japanese rpg, it’s rarely seen in english, especially with
features like the trance and chaos knights. its nice to see a localized version, as well as the new

series of dragon quest games. but that’s a quick answer to why i’m doing a kickstarter, and a pretty
simplistic answer too. i have more to say, but the short version is that i want to bring this game to

the english speaking world. i want to translate the game and have it out for people to play and enjoy
with the characters and story that make dragon quest games so special. 5ec8ef588b
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